
 Perth and Kinross Council 
Planning & Development Management Committee – 16 January 2019 

Report of Handling by Interim Development Quality Manager (Report No.19/7) 
 

 
PROPOSAL: Erection of 116 dwellinghouses, formation of vehicular accesses, 

open spaces and associated works (approval of matters specified in 
conditions 16/01809/IPM) (Phase 2) 

 
LOCATION: Land east of Stewart Milne Homes, Hunter Street, Auchterarder 

 

 
Ref. No: 18/01591/AMM 
Ward No: P7- Strathallan 
 

Summary 
 
This report recommends approval of the application for the erection of 116 dwelling 
houses, as the development is part of an allocated housing site, which benefits from 
an extant in principle permission and the proposals are considered to comply with the 
relevant provisions of the Development Plan and there are no material considerations 
apparent which outweigh the Development Plan.  
 

 
BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL 
 

1 The application site, which extends to 4.45 hectares (ha), is situated on the 
north-eastern settlement edge of Auchterarder, forming part of a wider area 
originally identified as part of the Auchterarder framework for the northern 
expansion of Auchterarder. In Principle permission 16/01809/IPM covers the 
site, which is also covered by an associated Section 75 legal agreement.  
 

2 The site slopes from south up to north, away from the principal access road of 
Auchterarder. The ‘spine’ road, which was originally approved under planning 
permission 08/01591/FUL, forms the upper northern boundaries of the site, 
linking Hunter Street (B8062) with the High Street (A824) to the south.  This site 
has been referred to as phase 2, which is intended to be built out, alongside 
phase 3A (subject of tandem planning application 18/01592/AMM for 12 
dwellinghouses) to front the lower south side of the spine road; referred to as 
Benton Road following adoption. The spine road is currently only partly adopted 
and open for public use, covering the areas occupied by phase 1 to the west, 
linking up with Hunter Street and is currently not a through route. 
 

3 The Auchterarder Expansion Development Framework was approved at the 
Council’s Enterprise and Infrastructure Committee on 26 March 2008 as 
supplementary planning guidance, following public consultation in April and 
May 2006. The framework was jointly prepared by a consortium of developers.  
 

4 Phase 1 of the development was approved for 261 houses under detailed 
permission 09/01290/FLM. The current proposed development site (phase 2) is 

https://planningapps.pkc.gov.uk/online-applications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=documents&keyVal=PEHXA7MKHFX00


part of that overall site which included permission for 135 units on this same 
site area. The applicants have now chosen to depart from the extant planning 
permission 09/01290/FLM, (in a bid to improve and refine the layout originally 
approved, pursuing placemaking principles through the access and open space 
and reflecting current market demand. The current layout reduces the overall 
numbers by 17 units.  

 
5 The following compositions of 1½ and 2-storey dwellinghouses were originally 

approved as part of planning permission 09/01290/FLM includes: 
 

• 14 x 2 bedroom flats 

• 39 x 2 bedroom terrace dwellinghouses 

• 20 x 3 bedroom terrace dwellinghouses 

• 4 x 3 bedroom semi-detached dwellinghouses 

• 10 x 3 bedroom detached dwellinghouses 

• 40 x 4 bedroom detached dwellinghouses 

• 8 x 5 bedroom detached dwellinghouses 
 

Total – 135 open market dwelling units 
 

6 The proposed housing mix for this application consists of: 
 

• 1 x 1 bedroom apartment 

• 6 x 2 bedroom tow storey terrace dwellinghouses 

• 31 x 3 bedroom two storey terrace dwellinghouses 

• 8 x 3 bedroom two storey semi-detached dwellinghouses 

• 12 x 3 bedroom two storey detached dwellinghouses 

• 29 x 4 bedroom two storey detached dwellinghouses 

• 29 x 5 bedroom two storey detached dwellinghouses 
 

Total – 116 open market dwelling units 
 
7 At 4.45ha, the proposed redevelopment of the site will achieve a net site 

density of 26 dwelling units per ha. This is a medium density achieved in urban 
developments within Perth and Kinross, appropriate to the immediate and wider 
site context.   

 
8 The application has been accompanied by a significant level of supporting 

information relative to the suspensive conditions included in the In Principle 
permission (application reference: 16/01809/IPM).  
 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT (EIA) 

 
9 Directive 2011/92/EU (as amended) requires the ‘competent authority’ (in this 

case Perth and Kinross Council) when giving a planning permission for 
particular large scale projects to do so in the knowledge of any likely significant 
effects on the environment.  The Directive therefore sets out a procedure that 
must be followed for certain types of project before ‘development consent’ can 
be given. 

https://planningapps.pkc.gov.uk/online-applications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=documents&keyVal=OB4BWTMKMWW00


10 This procedure, known as Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), is a means 
of drawing together, in a systematic way, an assessment of a project’s likely 
significant environmental effects.  The EIA Report helps to ensure that the 
importance of the predicted effects, and the scope for reducing any adverse 
effects, are properly understood by the public and the relevant competent 
authority before it makes its decision. 

 
 11 A screening opinion request (18/00274/SCRN) was requested earlier in the 

year at the pre-application stage, which found that EIA was not required in this 
instance by virtue that the proposal would not have significant effects on the 
environment having regard to its location, size, nature and character of 
development. The applicant has however, submitted a suite of supporting 
assessments, which addresses environmental information needed in respect of 
landscape impacts, drainage, transport, ecology and air quality.  

 
 NATIONAL POLICY AND GUIDANCE 
 

 12 The Scottish Government expresses its planning policies through The National 
Planning Frameworks, the Scottish Planning Policy (SPP), Planning Advice 
Notes (PAN), Creating Places, Designing Streets, National Roads Development 
Guide and a series of Circulars.   

 
 National Planning Framework 
 
13 NPF3 is a long-term strategy for Scotland and is a spatial expression of the 

Government’s Economic Strategy and plans for development and investment in 
infrastructure.  Under the Planning etc. (Scotland) Act 2006 this is now a 
statutory document and material consideration in any planning application.  The 
document provides a national context for development plans and planning 
decisions as well as informing the on-going programmes of the Scottish 
Government, public agencies and local authorities. 

 
 Scottish Planning Policy 2014 
 
14 The Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) was published in June 2014 and sets out 

national planning policies which reflect Scottish Ministers’ priorities for 
operation of the planning system and for the development and use of land.  The 
SPP promotes consistency in the application of policy across Scotland whilst 
allowing sufficient flexibility to reflect local circumstances. It directly relates to: 

 

• The preparation of development plans; 

• The design of development, from initial concept through to delivery; and 

• The determination of planning applications and appeals. 
 
15 The following sections of the SPP will be of particular importance in the 

assessment of this proposal: 
 

• Sustainability: paragraphs 24 – 35 

• Placemaking: paragraphs 36 – 57 



• Affordable Housing: paragraphs 126 – 131 

• Valuing the Natural Environment: paragraphs 193 – 218 

• Maximising the Benefits of Green Infrastructure: paragraphs 219 – 233 

• Managing Flood Risk and Drainage: paragraphs 254 – 268 

• Promoting Sustainable Transport and Active Travel: paragraphs 269 – 291 
 
Planning Advice Notes 

 
16 The following Scottish Government Planning Advice Notes (PANs) and 

Guidance Documents are of relevance to the proposal:  
 

• PAN 40 Development Management 

• PAN 2/2010 Affordable Housing and Housing Land Audits 

• PAN 51 Planning, Environmental Protection and Regulation 

• PAN 60 Planning for Natural Heritage 

• PAN 61 Planning and Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems 

• PAN 63 Waste Management Planning 

• PAN 65 Planning and Open Space 

• PAN 67 Housing Quality 

• PAN 68 Design Statements 

• PAN 75 Planning for Transport 

• PAN 77 Designing Safer Places 

• PAN 79 Water and Drainage 

• PAN 83 Masterplanning 
 

Creating Places 2013 
 

17 Creating Places is the Scottish Government’s policy statement on architecture 
and place. It sets out the comprehensive value good design can deliver. It 
notes that successful places can unlock opportunities, build vibrant 
communities and contribute to a flourishing economy and set out actions that 
can achieve positive changes in our places. 
 
Designing Streets 2010 

 
18 Designing Streets is the first policy statement in Scotland for street design and 

marks a change in the emphasis of guidance on street design towards place-
making and away from a system focused upon the dominance of motor 
vehicles. It has been created to support the Scottish Government’s place-
making agenda, alongside Creating Places, which sets out Government 
aspirations for design and the role of the planning system in delivering these. 

 
National Roads Development Guide 2014 
 

19 This document supports Designing Streets and expands on its principles and is 
considered to be the technical advice that should be followed in designing and 
approving of all streets including parking provision. 

 



 DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
 

20 The Development Plan for the area comprises the TAYplan Strategic 
Development Plan 2016-2036 and the Perth and Kinross Local Development 
Plan 2014. 

 
  TAYPlan Strategic Development Plan 2016-2036 
 
21 TAYPlan sets out a vision for how the region will be in 2036 and what must 

occur to bring about change to achieve this vision. The vision for the area as 
set out in the plans states that: 
 

22 “By 2036 the TAYplan area will be sustainable, more attractive, competitive and 
vibrant without creating an unacceptable burden on our planet. The quality of 
life will make it a place of first choice where more people choose to live, work, 
study and visit, and where businesses choose to invest and create jobs.” 
 

23 The following sections of the TAYplan 2016 are of particular importance in the 
assessment of this application: 
 

Policy 1: Locational Priorities 
 
24 Seeks to focus the majority of development in the region’s principal 

settlements. Auchterarder is identified as a Tier 3 Settlement with the potential 
to play an important but modest role in the regional economy accommodating a 
smaller share of the additional development. 

 
Policy 4: Homes 

 
25 Seeks to ensure there is a minimum of 5 years effective housing land supply at 

all times. Land should be allocated within each Housing market Area to provide 
a generous supply of land to assist in the delivery of 25,020 units up to year 
2028 and a further 16,680 by 2036. 

 
Policy 2: Shaping Better Quality Places  

 
26 Seeks to deliver distinctive places by ensuring that the arrangement, layout, 

design, density and mix of development are shaped through incorporating and 
enhancing natural and historic assets, natural processes, the multiple roles of 
infrastructure and networks, and local design context. 
 
Policy 6: Developer Contributions 

 
27 Seeks to ensure suitable infrastructure is in place to facilitate new development, 

developer contributions shall be sought to mitigate any adverse impact on 
infrastructure, services and amenities brought about by development. This may 
include contributions towards schools, the delivery of affordable housing, 
transport infrastructure and facilities (including road, rail, walking, cycling and 
public transport), green infrastructure and other community facilities in 



accordance with the Scottish Government Circular 3/2012: Planning 
Obligations and Good Neighbour Agreements. 
 
Policy 8: Green Networks 

 
28 Seeks to protect and enhance green and blue networks by ensuring that: 
 

i. development does not lead to the fragmentation of existing green 
networks;  

ii. development incorporates new multifunctional green networks (that link 
with existing green networks) of appropriate quantity and quality to meet 
the needs arising from the nature of the development itself; and,  

iii. the provision of networks of green infrastructure is a core component of 
any relevant design framework, development brief or masterplan 

 
 Perth and Kinross Local Development Plan 2014  
 
29 The Local Development Plan (LDP) was adopted by Perth and Kinross Council 

on 3 February 2014.  The LDP sets out a vision statement for the area and 
states that, “Our vision is of a Perth and Kinross which is dynamic, attractive 
and effective which protects its assets whilst welcoming population and 
economic growth.”  It is the most recent statement of Council policy and is 
augmented by Supplementary Guidance. 

 
30 The principal relevant policies are, in summary; 
 

Policy PM1A - Placemaking  
 
31 Development must contribute positively to the quality of the surrounding built 

and natural environment, respecting the character and amenity of the place.  All 
development should be planned and designed with reference to climate change 
mitigation and adaption. 

 
 Policy PM1B - Placemaking  
  
32 All proposals should meet all eight of the placemaking criteria. 
 
 Policy PM1C - Placemaking   
 
33  Proposals of more than 200 houses or 10 ha should create a sustainable 

neighbourhood and seek to meet the key needs of residents or businesses 
either within or adjacent to the development. A Masterplan will be required in 
most cases. 

 
 Policy PM2 - Design Statements  
  
34 Design Statements should normally accompany a planning application if the 

development comprises 5 or more dwellings, is a non-residential use which 
exceeds 0.5 ha or if the development affects the character or appearance of a 



Conservation Area, Historic Garden, Designed Landscape or the setting of a 
Listed Building or Scheduled Monument. 

 
 Policy PM3 - Infrastructure Contributions 
 
35 Where new developments (either alone or cumulatively) exacerbate a current 

or generate a need for additional infrastructure provision or community facilities, 
planning permission will only be granted where contributions which are 
reasonably related to the scale and nature of the proposed development are 
secured. 

 
Policy RD1 - Residential Areas   
 

36 In identified areas, residential amenity will be protected and, where possible, 
improved. Small areas of private and public open space will be retained where 
of recreational or amenity value.  Changes of use away from ancillary uses 
such as local shops will be resisted unless supported by market evidence that 
the existing use is non-viable.  Proposals will be encouraged where they satisfy 
the criteria set out and are compatible with the amenity and character of an 
area. 
 
Policy RD4 - Affordable Housing   
 

37 Residential development consisting of 5 of more units should include provision 
of an affordable housing contribution amounting to 25% of the total number of 
units. Off-site provision or a commuted sum is acceptable as an alternative in 
appropriate circumstances. 

 
Policy TA1A - Transport Standards and Accessibility Requirements 

 
38 Encouragement will be given to the retention and improvement of transport 

infrastructure identified in the Plan. 
 

Policy TA1B - Transport Standards and Accessibility Requirements 
 

39 Development proposals that involve significant travel generation should be well 
served by all modes of transport (in particular walking, cycling and public 
transport), provide safe access and appropriate car parking. Supplementary 
Guidance will set out when a travel plan and transport assessment is required. 

 
 
 
Policy CF1B - Open Space Retention and Provision 
 

 40    Appropriate areas of informal and formal open space should be provided as an 
integral part of any new development where existing provision is not adequate. 
Where there is an adequate supply of open space a financial contribution 
towards improved open space may be acceptable. Opportunities should be to 
create, improve and avoid the fragmentation of green networks. 
 



Policy CF2 - Public Access   
 

41     Developments will not be allowed if they have an adverse impact on any core 
path, disused railway line, asserted right of way or other well used route, unless 
impacts are addressed and suitable alternative provision is made. 

 
Policy HE1B - Scheduled Monuments and Non Designated Archaeology 
 

42   Areas or sites of known archaeological interest and their settings will be 
protected and there will be a strong presumption in favour of preservation in 
situ. If not possible provision will be required for survey, excavation, recording 
and analysis. 

 
Policy NE3 - Biodiversity   
 

43 All wildlife and wildlife habitats, whether formally designated or not should be 
protected and enhanced in accordance with the criteria set out. Planning 
permission will not be granted for development likely to have an adverse effect 
on protected species. 
 
Policy NE4 - Green Infrastructure   

 
44 Development should contribute to the creation, protection, enhancement and 

management of green infrastructure, in accordance with the criteria set out. 
 
Policy ER6 - Managing Future Landscape Change to Conserve and 
Enhance the Diversity and Quality of the Areas Landscapes 
 

45 Development proposals will be supported where they do not conflict with the 
aim of maintaining and enhancing the landscape qualities of Perth and Kinross 
and they meet the tests set out in the 7 criteria. 
 
Policy EP1 - Climate Change, Carbon Reduction and Sustainable 
Construction 

 
46 Sustainable design and construction will be integral to new development within 

Perth and Kinross. Proposals for new buildings must be capable of meeting one 
of the standards set out in the table. 
 
 
 
 
Policy EP2 - New Development and Flooding 
 

47 There is a general presumption against proposals for built development or land 
raising on a functional flood plain and in areas where there is a significant 
probability of flooding from any source, or where the proposal would increase 
the probability of flooding elsewhere. Built development should avoid areas at 
significant risk from landslip, coastal erosion and storm surges. Development 
should comply with the criteria set out in the policy. 



 
Policy EP3A - Water, Environment and Drainage 
 

48 Proposals which do not accord with the Scotland River Basin Management 
Plan and any relevant associated Area Management Plans will be refused 
unless they are considered to be of significant specified benefit to society and / 
or the wider environment. 

 
Policy EP3B - Water, Environment and Drainage 
 

49 Foul drainage from all developments within and close to settlement envelopes 
that have public sewerage systems will require connection to the public sewer. 
A private system will only be considered as a temporary measure or where 
there is little or no public sewerage system and it does not have an adverse 
effect on the natural and built environment, surrounding uses and the amenity 
of the area. 
 
Policy EP3C - Water, Environment and Drainage 
 

50 All new developments will be required to employ Sustainable Urban Drainage 
Systems (SUDS) measures. 

 
Proposed Perth and Kinross Local Development Plan 2 (LDP2) 
 

51 Perth & Kinross Council is progressing with preparation of a new Local 
Development Plan to provide up-to-date Development Plan coverage for Perth 
& Kinross. When adopted, the Perth & Kinross Local Development Plan 2 
(LDP2) will replace the current adopted Perth & Kinross Local Development 
Plan (LDP). The Proposed Local Development Plan 2 (LDP2) was approved at 
the Special Council meeting on 22 November 2017.  

 
52 The representations received on the Proposed LDP2 and the Council’s 

responses to these were considered at the Special Council meeting on 29 
August 2018. The unresolved representation to the Proposed Plan after this 
period is likely to be considered at an Examination by independent Reporter(s) 
appointed by the Scottish Ministers, later this year. The Reporter(s) will 
thereafter present their conclusions and recommendations on the plan, which 
the Council must accept prior to adoption. It is only in exceptional 
circumstances that the Council can elect not to do this.  

 
53 The Proposed LDP2 represents Perth & Kinross Council’s settled view in 

relation to land use planning and as such it is a material consideration in the 
determination of planning applications. It sets out a clear, long-term vision and 
planning policies for Perth & Kinross to meet the development needs of the 
area up to 2028 and beyond. The Proposed LDP2 is considered consistent with 
the Strategic Development Plan (TAYplan) and Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) 
2014. However, the outcome of the Examination could potentially result in 
modifications to the Plan. As such, currently limited weight can be given to its 
content where subject of a representation, and the policies and proposals of the 



plan are only referred to where they would materially alter the recommendation 
or decision.  

 
Other Policies 
 

54 The following supplementary guidance and documents are of particular 
importance in the assessment of this application 

 

• Auchterarder Expansion Development Framework 2008 

• Developer Contributions and Affordable Housing Supplementary 
Guidance April 2016. 

 
SITE HISTORY 

 
55 08/01133/IPM Proposed Residential and Class 4 (Business), Class 5 (General 

Industry), Class 6 (storage and distribution) development (in principle). 
Approved by Planning and Development Management Committee May 2009 
(Decision Issued 31 October 2013). 
 

56 08/01279/FLM Erection of 147 dwellinghouses and associated engineering 
operations. Approved by Planning and Development Management Committee 
April 2013 (Decision Issued 15 November 2013). 
 

57 08/01591/FUL Formation of roads and associated infrastructure. Approved 
under delegated powers 17 October 2008. 
 

58 09/01290/FLM Erection of 261 dwellinghouses. Approved by Planning and 
Development Management Committee April 2013 (Decision Issued 30 January 
2014)  
 

59 12/01156/ADV Display of advertisement. Approved under delegated powers 23 
August 2012. 

 
60 16/01809/IPM Deletion of condition 14 (to seek waste advice) of permission 

08/01133/IPM (residential, business, general industry and storage and 
distribution development (in principle)) Approved by Planning and Development 
Management Committee January 2017 (Decision Issued 3 August 2018).  

 
61 17/00009/PAN Erection of residential development formation of open space, 

landscaping and associated infrastructure works. Reported to Planning and 
Development Management Committee January 2018 (PAN Decision Issued 29 
November 2017). 

 
62 17/01418/FLM Erection of 116 dwellinghouses and associated works (revised 

design - Phase 2). Application Withdrawn 27 September 2017. 
 
63 18/00274/SCRN Phase 2 residential development (Screened – No EIA 

Required Decision Issued 5 March 2018). 
 

https://planningapps.pkc.gov.uk/online-applications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=documents&keyVal=K1TUOIMKI0000
https://planningapps.pkc.gov.uk/online-applications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=documents&keyVal=K2RMSIMK03R00
https://planningapps.pkc.gov.uk/online-applications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=documents&keyVal=K56RN1MK02P00
https://planningapps.pkc.gov.uk/online-applications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=documents&keyVal=KNA5CFMK02P00
https://planningapps.pkc.gov.uk/online-applications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=documents&keyVal=M5Z5TTMK6H000
https://planningapps.pkc.gov.uk/online-applications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=documents&keyVal=OFAJFOMK0AD00
https://planningapps.pkc.gov.uk/online-applications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=documents&keyVal=OZELLYMK09Z00
https://planningapps.pkc.gov.uk/online-applications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=documents&keyVal=OUTSCHMK09Z00
https://planningapps.pkc.gov.uk/online-applications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=documents&keyVal=P4192MMK09000


64 18/00799/MPO Modification of Planning Obligation associated with permission 
08/01133/IPM (Proposed Residential and Class 4 (Business), Class 5 (General 
Industry) and Class 6 (storage and distribution) development (in principle). 
Approved under delegated powers 27 June 2018. 

 
CONSULTATIONS 

 
65 As part of the planning application process the following bodies were consulted: 
 

EXTERNAL 
 

Auchterarder & District Community Council 
 

66 Objection received on safety and congestion grounds, setting out that a 
planning condition should be imposed to require the applicant to open the link 
road to general public traffic, reducing traffic on Hunter Street.  

 

Perth and Kinross Heritage Trust 

 

67 No objection, with no archaeological implications for this phase of the 

development.  

 
Transport Scotland 
 

68 No objection, subject to ongoing compliance with the S.75 agreement to pursue 
improvements on the associated trunk road.  

 
Scottish Water 

69 No objection to the application. It is highlighted that there is sufficient capacity 
at both the Turret Water Treatment Works and the Auchterarder Waste Water 
Treatment Works.  

 
Scottish Environment Protection Agency 
 

70 No objection to the proposals with request to add an informative in relation to 
seeking clarification on the position of the Tipperwhy Well.  
 
Scottish Gas Network 
 

71 No objection.  
 

INTERNAL 
 
Transport Planning 
 

72 No objection following the submission of a requested Transport Assessment 
and subject to conditions regarding the timing in opening up of link ‘spine’ road 
for public use.  

 



Environmental Health (Noise Odour) 
 

73 No objection, subject to a condition controlling hours of operation on site and 
noise and air management during the construction phases.  
 
Environmental Health (Contaminated Land) 
 

74 No objection.  
 

Development Negotiations Officer 
 

75 No objection subject to continuing compliance with S.75 requirements.  
 
Biodiversity Officer 

  
76 Concerns were initially set out in relation to response with elements falling 

deficient of the terms of the associated suspensive condition 7 of In Principle 
permission 16/01809/IPM. The revised landscape plans and separate note 
laterally received now considered sufficient, subject to the application of further 
conditions.  

 
Structures and Flooding 
 

 77 There are no concerns regarding flooding for this site, but detailed surface 
water drainage details and calculations were initially requested for further 
review. An updated drainage pack was submitted, including calculations, gully 
identification and post completion surface water pathways, which are 
considered satisfactory for Structures and Flood Team requirements.  

 
Community Greenspace 
 

78 Originally set out the proposals did not comply with established open space 
policy for public adoption. Revised details now include two areas of dedicated 
open space for public adoption.  Subject to final detailed specification, the team 
did not object to the updated details.  

 
Community Waste Advisor - Environment Service 
 

 79 No objection, setting out minimum requirements for the site and ongoing 
access requirements during the construction phases.   
 

 
 
 
REPRESENTATIONS 

 
80 The following salient points were raised in the 8 representations received: 
 

• Road safety concerns including traffic congestion associated with the 
opening of the spine road and general lack or loss of car parking; 



• Inappropriate land use; 

• Over intensive development; 

• Lack of community benefits; 

• Lack of progress on A9 south slip-road;  

• Noise pollution; 

• Lack of playpark facilities; 

• General infrastructure lacking; 

• Overlooking; 

• Visual impact; 

• Impact on private property – walling and overall impact on privacy.  
 
81 These material issues are addressed in the Appraisal section of the report.  
 
 

ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS 
 

82 

Environment Statement Not Required 

Screening Opinion 18/00274/SCRN 

Environmental Impact Assessment Not Required 

Appropriate Assessment Not Required 

Design Statement / Design and Access Statement Submitted 

Reports on Impact or Potential Impact 

Undertaken in line with IPM 
requirements: 

• Archaeology evaluation 

• Transport assessment 

• Air & noise quality 
assessment 

• Landscape and visual 
impact assessment 

• Ecological update and 
habitat management plan 

• Energy statement 

• Flood risk assessment 
and drainage strategy 

 
 

 APPRAISAL 
 
83 Sections 25 and 37(2) of the Town & Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 (as 

amended) require the determination of the proposal to be made in accordance 
with the provisions of the Development Plan, unless material considerations 
indicate otherwise.  The adopted Development Plan comprises the TAYplan 
Strategic Development Plan 2016–2036 and the Perth and Kinross Local 
Development Plan 2014.  The relevant policy considerations are outlined in the 
policy section above and are considered in more detail below.  In terms of other 
material considerations, this involves considerations of the Council’s other 
approved policies and supplementary guidance as set out.  



 
Principle 

 
84 The site benefits from In Principle permission (16/01809/IPM) and detailed 

planning permission (09/01290/FLM) for 261 dwellinghouses of which 135 
dwellings were originally approved within this site area.   

 
85 Development within this phase (Phase 2) now seeks detailed approval for 116 

dwellinghouses and remains consistent with the In Principle permission for the 
site. Within the wider masterplan and framework document, while the scale of 
development is not specifically defined, the land uses are considered to remain 
consistent with the In Principle permission. 

  
 Design, Scale and Layout 
 
86 The 16/01809/IPM requires the siting, design and external appearance to be 

further approved. A design statement and landscape visual impact assessment 
(LVIA) were submitted in support of the application, alongside the main suite of 
drawings. Street elevations were also included.  

 
87 The detailed designs of the site layout are based on the Auchterarder 

Expansion Development Framework, which provided a masterplan for the 
northern expansion of the town, setting out the context for the detailed 
proposals. The Design Statement and LVIA set out the following principles: 

• Linear arrangement of properties along the southern edge of Phase 2, 
resulting in back to back development along this edge. Varied orientation 
pattern in the northern part of the site, where it converges with Phase 1;  

• Dwellinghouses facing the ‘spine road’ creating more of an urban 
presence, which is reinforced by the associated submission of phase 3A;  

• Properties with south facing gardens incorporating terraces to 
accommodate the level changes on the steep slopes; 

• Set back from roundabout with drystone dyke and planting feature to 
facilitate a softened entrance to the site and wider Auchterarder; 

• Links to the existing road network and pedestrian and cycle links to the 
High Street; 

• Open spaces part of a wider open space connection;  

• Roadside and avenue tree planting.  
 
88 The proposed layout for the current application is considered to work well with 

the site characteristics and responds well to surrounding built development. A 
layout revision was submitted following site level refinement. This resulted in 
further improvements for the end relationship with neighbouring plots and 
reduced the impact of retaining wall elements on some rear gardens (plots 81-
88 and 94-101). This was appropriately re-advertised in light of public 
comments. 

 
 90 The layout includes a logical movement hierarchy and seeks to integrate the 

spine road into the development as an active street, as opposed to turning its 
back on it as prevailed in the historic consented layout. In the main, the layout 
seeks to avoid cul-de-sac style development and maintain movement patterns, 



consistent with designing streets and wider LDP policy requirements. The built 
areas are supplemented by two key open space areas and open space 
networks, which are assessed further in detail under Landscape, Visual Amenity 
and Open Space Provision section below.  

 
91 The material finishes include a mixture of rendered and brick walls, concrete 

roof tiles and UPVC windows and doors. The detailed finishes for individual 
plots will be agreed through recommended suspensive condition 13. Overall, 
the material pallete is considered appropriate within this site context, referring 
back to the Auchterarder framework and typical of modern development in the 
area.  Wider choice of materials including natural dry stone dyking along key 
edge treatments is welcomed and ties back into the established character of 
historic boundary treatments through garden walling and field boundaries.  

 
92 Taken as a whole within the wider site context, the proposed design, scale and 

layout is considered to be acceptable and correspondingly in accordance with 
LDP placemaking policy and the In Principle permission. 

 
 Landscape, Visual Amenity and Open Space Provision 
 
93 LDP Policy ER6 seeks to ensure development proposals have a good 

landscape framework within which the development can be set and, if 
necessary, can be screened. 

 
94 A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) was requested at the pre-

application stages to ensure appropriate consideration was given to landscape 
fit. The supporting LVIA produced, which for the scale of development is 
considered appropriate and robust, identifying how the development of the site 
seeks to work with the natural site characteristics, the established Auchterarder 
Framework and the existing townscape.  

 
95 The layout and associated scale of development proposed raises no concerns 

in terms of landscape fit or in relation to the site landscape capacity 
The proposed development integrates well within its wider site context, 
including the provision of pedestrian and cycle links utilising historic and 
established routes. There is adequate, well designed public open space 
identified within the site itself and in close proximity to a play area, serving the 
wider residential area. In the future phases, a neighbourhood equipped area of 
play (NEAP) is committed through the terms of the S75. Detailed landscaping 
has also been reviewed in discussion with Community Greenspace to ensure 
compliance with public space policy. Overall, this is considered to satisfy the 
terms of the Auchterarder Development Framework, the In Principle permission 
and Policy ER6. 

 
 Residential Amenity  
 
96 The relationship between the existing properties on the Feus and the proposed 

dwellinghouses is a consideration in terms of amenity through daylight/sunlight 
and overlooking. The assessment demonstrated that there would not be any 
adverse impact in either regard with the rear window to boundary distance of 



the proposed units consistently in excess of 9m. One resident cited specific 
concerns regarding their property and proposed plots 39 and 40. In this 
occasion, one window serving a living room on the ground floor of the existing 
dwellinghouse is approximately 5m from its northern boundary, and just over 
17m in total to the nearest proposed property (39) to the north.  

 
97 Whilst the original submission was not calculated to adversely impact on 

neighbouring amenity, the applicants volunteered to submit revised drawings, 
further improving the building relationship levels, with the plot heights lowered 
by approximately 500mm and a 1.8m screen fence proposed on the boundary. 
The distance itself is considered sufficient in this context, with no direct window 
to window relationship anticipated. In addition, with the affected window of the 
existing residential dwelling being on the ground floor, rear boundary 
treatments by the applicant or existing resident or a combination of both could 
provide supplementary screening to augment and ensure optimal privacy is 
retained for the existing resident. The loss of view identified is not a material 
planning consideration. 

 
98 Overall, it is considered that the proposed dwellinghouses would not adversely 

impact on overlooking through either the proposed or existing dwellings.  There 
is deemed to be a reasonable level of both daylight and sunlight afforded to and 
maintained to neighbouring properties, both existing and proposed.  

 
99 In line with the in principle permission basic mitigation details for dealing with 

construction noise were submitted for consideration. Policy EP8 seeks to 
protect sensitive receptors from development that generates high levels of 
noise and also protect proposed noise sensitive land uses from sources of 
unacceptable noise. To assist the protection of amenity for nearby residents, it 
is proposed to restrict the hours of construction and audibility of noise to 
achieve appropriate mitigation in this regard through proposed planning 
conditions (condition 8 & 9).  

 
100 For appropriate control, assurance and in line with best practice, a Construction 

Environmental Management Plan is being requested through proposed 
suspensive condition 11. Having regard to the mitigation measures proposed 
through conditions, this is considered to comply with In Principle permission 
and LDP Policy EP8 in respect of noise.  

 
101 Air pollution was identified as requiring further consideration by the Council’s 

Environmental Health Team which was satisfied through the submission of 
further information associated with the conclusion of the Transport Assessment 
(TA). Other than potential dust/airborne pollution as a result of the construction 
elements, which will be controlled by proposed Construction Environmental 
Management Plan (CEMP) (Condition 11), there is negligible air pollution 
concerns identified through the air quality assessment findings undertaken.  

  
102 Overall, the In Principle permission and the policy criterion for LDP Policy RD1 

have been satisfied. A reasonable level of amenity for the new residents has 
been catered for, causing no unacceptable impact on the amenity of occupants 
of nearby properties. 



 
 Roads and Access 
 
103 LDP Policy TA1 requires local road networks be capable of absorbing the 

additional traffic generated by the development and that a satisfactory access 
to the network is to be provided.  SPP 2014 emphasises the importance of 
locating development in places well served by public transport and a wide 
choice of transport modes, including on foot and by cycle. 

 
104 A further request was made to the applicant to submit a Transport Assessment 

(TA) in support of this and application 18/01592/AMM for phase 3A, which 
considers the site, its context and layout and tests the proposal against 
accessibility requirements for non-vehicular movement as well as vehicular 
accessibility. The principal concerns within representations in respect of access 
and traffic issues are noted and these have been reviewed in undertaking an 
assessment.  
 

105 Fundamentally, through the updated supporting phasing plan and TA 
submitted, it is stated that the spine road through the development linking the 
A824 to Hunter Street should be open to public traffic by the end of October 
2019. The traffic impact on the existing road network of the development has 
been assessed on this basis and shown to have negligible impact, with all 
junctions accessed shown to be working well within capacity.  
 

106 The construction phasing plan (drawing ref: 18/01591/149) provided by the 
applicant identifies that dwellings fronting onto the spine road, both north and 
south will have their externals completed prior to the opening of the spine road 
to public traffic in October 2019. It is recommended to condition the terms of the 
phasing plan delivery (Condition 2) to minimise traffic impact and ensure the 
spine road is opened to public traffic as a through route at the earliest practical 
opportunity. This approach as set out in the phasing plan ensures the provision 
of the road at an appropriate stage of this development and, critically, will 
deliver the road as a key transport link for Auchterarder as a whole.  

 
107 Plans identify a footpath between plots 63 and 64 leading onto the A824 (Feus) 

but there is no existing footway and the footpath identified sits just outside the 
red site line boundary. Whilst out with the defined red site line boundary, It is 
considered necessary and appropriate to pursue a pedestrian footway along 
the site frontage on the A824 through proposed condition 3.  This footway links 
into the existing footway to the south west on the A824 as well as the footway 
leading into the development via the roundabout.   
 

108 The identified parking provision is deemed to be an acceptable standard, with 
at 2 spaces per dwelling unit being provided, with adequate allocated and 
unallocated visitor parking also identified.  
 

109 Overall, the review of the supporting TA, alongside the identified commitment to 
the spine Road opening in October 2019, is considered to address much of the 
identified representation concerning this site and comply with the site specific 



requirements in relation to the IPM permission This also satisfies LDP policies 
TA1B and CF2. 

 
 Drainage and Flooding  
 
110 Policy EP3C requires all new development to employ SUDS measures. In line 

with regulations, when the development exceeds 50 dwellings, a minimum of 
two levels of SUDS treatment will be required, proposed to be provided in a 
variety of forms. The In Principle permission also pursues appropriate storm 
water drainage from all paved surfaces, including the access, disposed of by 
sustainable urban drainage systems.  

 
111 There were no concerns regarding flooding for this site but detailed surface 

water drainage details and calculations were required for further review. An 
updated drainage pack was submitted, including calculations, gully 
identification and post completion surface water pathways.  

 
112 In summary, subject to recommended suspensive conditions 11 and 12 to 

secure the means and details for surface water drainage during the 
construction phases, the proposals are considered to satisfy both the conditions 
of the In Principle permission and the requirements of LDP Policy EP2 and 
Policy EP3C in respect of flood risk and surface water drainage. 

 
 Waste Services 
 
113 Waste collection is considered to be appropriately addressed through both the 

provision and access to individual properties. It is recommended that the build 
out and phasing is discussed with the Waste Services team in relation to 
interim waste collection arrangements and to identify complementary recycling 
opportunities through Informatives 13 and 14.   

 
 Energy Requirements 
 
114 In association with the in principle permission and LDP Policy EP1, the 

associated proposals are required to identify and include carbon emission 
reduction measures.  

 
115 The application has been accompanied by an energy statement, which by 

request was reviewed and updated to clarify how the development would 
appropriately comply with the terms of Condition 9 of the in principle permission 
and LDP Policy EP1, which effectively seeks to go beyond minimum standards 
of the Scottish 2017 building regulations. The summary of the energy statement 
concludes that the proposed solution will better minimum requirements by 
almost 10% (9.1%). This is anticipated to further increase to 12-13% through 
the introduction of increased PV generating capacity. Overall the terms of In 
Principle permission and LDP Policy EP1 are considered to have been 
satisfied.  

 
Natural Heritage and Biodiversity  

 



116 LDP Policy NE3 is a relevant consideration in respect of possible biodiversity 
impacts or opportunities arising from the development.  

 
117 The submission of matters specified by condition in the In Principle permission 

suspensive condition 7 requires detailed ecological/biodiversity proposals which 
will identify opportunities for the enhancement of natural heritage including 
structure planting for ecological benefits and use of native hedging, impact on 
breeding birds, new habitat creation for species adversely affected and as part 
of the SUDS scheme. 
 

118 Accordingly, the applicant has provided an updated landscaping report to 
increase provision for biodiversity by further diversifying the planting mix and 
providing for mixed native hedging in parts of the development.  This is 
welcomed, along with the planting of lavender for bees. 

119 The applicant has confirmed that the principal SUDS design located out with 
this site boundary will incorporate appropriate consideration of biodiversity as 
previously requested through the terms of the suspensive condition.  

120 In addition to the matters set out, there are 3 key topic areas set out below 
which are considered appropriate to be further addressed by condition, namely 
impacts and opportunities for hedgehogs, swifts and amphibians.  

121 Hedgehogs are a key species in the Tayside Local Biodiversity Action Plan, 
which provides for the objective of enhancing connectivity. There are multiple 
records of hedgehogs in the area and the urban habitat and gardens will 
provide a suitable resource. The timber fencing currently proposed is a 
standard 100mm above ground. This is too low for all hedgehogs to be able to 
pass safely. The applicant is therefore encouraged through informative 12 to 
provide a 130mm x 130mm minimum gap at ground level in each length of 
fence to allow commuting and migration of hedgehogs, small mammals and 
amphibians. The Tayside Biodiversity Partnership can provide advice and 
assistance.  

122 Amphibians will seek to migrate and while no migration route is identified, it is 
recommended through condition that dropped kerbs or wildlife kerbs should be 
installed on roads within 500m of the SUDS or ponds (condition 6). 

123 Multiple records of swifts are noted in Auchterarder. Swifts are a Tayside Local 
Biodiversity Action Partnership and Scottish Government priority species, 
protected under the Environmental Liability Directive and as an amber rated 
species are noted on the Scottish Biodiversity List as in decline with 
Conservation Action required. The applicant has not identified the opportunity 
to provide for this LBAP priority species. In common with other developments in 
Auchterarder, it is recommended through condition that integrated swift boxes 
should be provided (condition 5).  

124 Overall and in association with recommended planning conditions 4, 5, and 6, 
the proposals are considered to satisfactorily address the requirements of LDP 
Policy NE3 and in principle permission. 
 

 Archaeology 



 
125 Responding to the terms of In Principle permission, it has been clarified by 

PKHT that there are no direct archaeological implications for this site with no 
further action required. The terms of the In Principle Permission is therefore 
considered to be satisfied.  

 
 Developer Contributions 
 
126 A Section 75 legal agreement has been secured for the 16/001809/IPM 

permission to ensure necessary infrastructure is delivered for the site and 
surrounding area. For this area known as Hunters Meadow, it covers:   

 

• Community Facilities. 

• Sports Facilities 

• Open Space  

• Roads/Transport  

• Affordable Housing 
 
127 Following one of the triggers of the S.75 agreement, the applicants have 

provided an employment land marketing plan and have also clarified the area of 
land being made available for employment, which is appropriately serviced to 
the boundary. The general approach in the plan is considered sound, with 
minor clarifications sought to the detailed approach. Overall, bringing forward 
the 4ha of employment land in line with the S.75 is endorsed, along with the 
delivery and opening of the spine road. It is anticipated to be appropriate for the 
site identified, along with the associated land parcels identified, facilitating 
appropriate employment opportunities for Auchterarder which are currently 
lacking.  

 
 Economic Impact  
 
128 During the construction period, jobs will be created and sustained, supporting 

indirect employment and revenue that this volume of construction activity will 
generate from employees spending on local goods and services. Longer term, 
additional residents to the area will also support existing local employment and 
services in the area. 

 
 LEGAL AGREEMENTS  
 
129 A legal agreement has been secured for the 16/01809/IPM planning permission 

(originally 08/01133/IPM) to secure infrastructure that will be impacted by the 
current and wider phased proposals. 

  
 
 DIRECTION BY SCOTTISH MINISTERS 
 
130 Under the Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) 

(Scotland) Regulations 2013, regulations 30 – 33 there have been no directions 
by the Scottish Government in respect of an Environmental Impact Assessment 
screening opinion, call in or notification relating to this application. 



 
 
 CONCLUSION AND REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION 
 
131 To conclude, the application must be determined in accordance with the 

adopted Development Plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise.  
 
132 In this case the application seeks permission for the erection of 116 

dwellinghouses on an established housing site, benefitting from both in 
principle permission and an extant detailed permission for 135 dwellinghouses, 
within the settlement boundary of Auchterarder. This continues to comply with 
LDP policies in respect of development within a defined settlement boundary.  

 
133 Overall, it is considered competent and compliant with the key principles of the 

LDP and the terms of the IPM and is recommended for approval. Account has 
been given to the matters raised in representation and these have been 
addressed in the appraisal above. There are no material considerations which 
would warrant a refusal of the proposal.  

 
134 Accordingly the proposal is recommended for approval subject to the following 

conditions. 
 
RECOMMENDATION   

 
Conditions and Reasons for Recommendation 

 
1 The development hereby approved must be carried out in accordance with the 

approved drawings and documents, unless otherwise provided for by conditions 
imposed by this decision notice. 

  
Reason: To ensure the development is carried out in accordance with the 
approved drawings and documents. 
 

2 For clarification and in association with construction phasing plan 
18/01591/149, prior to the development hereby approved being completed, the 
link road between Hunter Street and the A824 referred to as ‘the spine road’ 
shall be constructed to an adoptable standard and open to public traffic prior to 
Friday 1st November 2019. 

 
 Reason: In the interests of pedestrian and traffic safety and in the interests of 

free traffic flow. 
 
3 Prior to the development hereby approved being completed or brought into use, 

provision of a pedestrian footway along the A824 shall be provided prior to 
occupation of units 60 - 71 of the development, to a design and specification to 
the satisfaction of Perth & Kinross Council as Roads Authority.  

 
Reason: In the interests of pedestrian and traffic safety and in the interests of 
free traffic flow. 
 



4 No removal of vegetation, including trees and shrubs will be permitted between 
1st March and 31 August inclusive, unless a competent ecologist has 
undertaken a careful and detailed check of vegetation for active birds’ nests 
immediately before the vegetation is to be cleared and provided written 
confirmation that no birds will be harmed and/or that there are appropriate 
measures in place to protect nesting birds on site. Any such written 
confirmation must be submitted to the Planning Authority for approval prior to 
commencement of works. 
 
Reason: In the interests of employing best practice ecology and to ensure there 
is no adverse impact on any protected species as identified under the Wildlife 
and Countryside Act (1981). 

5 Prior to the commencement of development hereby approved, details of the 
location and specification of swift brick(s) or swift nest box(s) shall be submitted 
for the further written agreement of the Council as Planning Authority. 
Thereafter, the swift brick(s) or swift nest box(s) shall be installed in accordance 
with the agreed details prior to the occupation of the relevant residential unit. 

 
Reason: In the interests of enhancing biodiversity. 

6 All road gullies within 500m of a SUDS pond shall have a wildlife kerb installed 
adjacent to it to allow amphibians to pass safely. Details of the specification of 
the affected kerbing shall be submitted for the further written agreement of the 
Council as Planning Authority prior to its installation. Thereafter, the wildlife 
kerbing shall be installed in accordance with the agreed details, prior to the 
completion of the development.  

 
Reason: In the interests of employing best practice ecology and to ensure there 
is no adverse impact on any protected species as identified under the Wildlife 
and Countryside Act (1981) 

7 No works which include the creation of trenches, culverts or the presence of 
pipes will commence until measures to protect animals from becoming trapped 
in open excavations and/or pipes and culverts are submitted to and approved in 
writing by the Planning Authority. The measures could include, but are not 
restricted to, creation of sloping escape ramps from trenches and excavations 
and securely sealing open pipework at the end of each working day. 

 
Reason: In order to prevent animals from being trapped within any open 
excavations. 

 
8 Construction work shall be limited to Monday to Friday 07:00 to 19:00 and 

Saturday 08:00 to 13:00 with no noisy works out with these times or at any time 
on Sundays or Bank Holidays. 
 
Reason: In the interests of residential amenity; to ensure a satisfactory 
standard of local environmental quality. 
 

9  All plant or equipment shall be so enclosed, attenuated and/or maintained such 
that any noise therefrom shall not exceed Noise Rating 35 between 0700 and 



2300 hours daily, or Noise Rating 25 between 2300 and 0700 hours daily, 
within any neighbouring residential property, with all windows slightly open, 
when measured and/ or calculated and plotted on a rating curve chart. 
 
Reason: In the interests of public health and to prevent noise pollution. 
 

10 The detailed landscaping and planting proposal specifications as approved 
shall be undertaken and delivered commensurate with the residential 
development elements, in accordance with the approved phasing delivery plan 
and thereafter maintained. Any planting failing to become established within 
five years shall be replaced in the following planting season with others of 
similar sizes and species to the satisfaction of the Council as Planning 
Authority. 
 
Reason: In the interests of visual amenity; to ensure a satisfactory standard of 
local environmental quality and in pursuance of satisfying placemaking policy 
criteria of the adopted LDP. 

 
11 Prior to the commencement of development a Construction Environment 

Management Plan (CEMP), incorporating a Construction Method Statement 
(CMS), a Construction Traffic Management Plan (CTMP), a Site Waste 
Management Plan (SWMP), a Site Access Management Plan, a Drainage 
Management Plan (DMP) and Environmental Management Plan (EMP) 
detailing pollution prevention and control measures for all phases of the, 
construction and operation programmes will be submitted to and be approved 
in writing by the Planning Authority, in consultation with Scottish Environment 
Protection Agency. Thereafter the development shall be fully undertaken in 
accordance with the CEMP. 

 
 Reason: In the interest of protecting environmental quality and existing 

residential amenity. 
 

12 Concurrent with the initiation of the development hereby approved and for the 
duration of construction, a temporary surface water treatment facility shall be 
implemented on site and maintained for the duration of the approved 
development works.  The temporary surface water treatment facility shall 
remain in place until the permanent surface water drainage scheme is 
implemented. 
 
Reason: In the interests of best practice surface water management: to avoid 
undue risks to public safety and flood risk during the construction phases. 

 

13 Prior to the commencement of the development hereby approved, details of the 
specification and colour of the proposed external finishing materials to be used 
on each plot shall be submitted to and agreed in writing by the Council as 
Planning Authority.  The scheme as agreed shall be implemented prior to the 
completion or bringing into use of the development, whichever is the earlier. 

 
Reason - In the interests of visual amenity; to ensure a satisfactory standard of 
local environmental quality. 



 
B JUSTIFICATION 

 
  The proposal is considered to comply with the Development Plan and there are 

no other material considerations that would justify a departure from the relevant 
policies. 

 
C PROCEDURAL NOTES 
 
 None. 
 
D INFORMATIVES 
 
1      The development hereby permitted shall be commenced no later than the 

expiration of two years from the date of this permission or from the date of 
subsequent approval of matters specified in conditions, or three years from the 
date of planning permission in principle, whichever is the later. 

 
2 Under section 27A of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 (as 

amended) the person undertaking the development is required to give the 
Planning Authority prior written notification of the date on which it is intended to 
commence the development. A failure to comply with this statutory requirement 
would constitute a breach of planning control under section 123(1) of that Act, 
which may result in enforcement action being taken.  

 
3      As soon as practicable after the development is complete, the person who 

completes the development is obliged by section 27B of the Town and Country 
Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 (as amended) to give the Planning Authority 
written notice of that position. 

 
4    This development will require the 'Display of notice while development is 

carried out', under Section 27C (1) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1997, 
as amended, and Regulation 41 of the Development Management Procedure 
(Scotland) Regulations 2013. The form of the notice is set out in Schedule 7 of 
the Regulations and a draft notice is included for your guidance. According to 
Regulation 41 the notice must be: 
 

• Displayed in a prominent place at or in the vicinity of the site of the 
development. 

• Readily visible to the public. 

• Printed on durable material. 
 
5      The applicant is advised that in terms of Sections 21 of the Roads (Scotland) 

Act 1984 he/she/they must obtain from the Council as Roads Authority consent 
to construct a new road prior to the commencement of roadworks.  Advice on 
the disposal of surface water must be sought at the initial stages of design from 
Scottish Water and the Scottish Environment Protection Agency. 

 



6    The applicant is advised that the detailed design of all SUDS shall conform to 
'PKC Flooding and Flood Risk Guidance Document (June 2014)', or any 
subsequent update. 

 
7       Please consult the Street Naming and Numbering Officer, The Environment 

Service, Perth and Kinross Council, Pullar House, 35 Kinnoull Street, Perth 
PH1 5GD for a new postal address.  The form is downloadable from 
www.pkc.gov.uk  and should be returned to snn@pkc.gov.uk. 

 
8 The applicant is advised that the granting of planning permission does not 

guarantee a connection to Scottish Water's assets. The applicant must make a 
separate application to Scottish Water Planning & Development Services team 
for permission to connect to the public wastewater system and/or water network 
and all their requirements must be fully adhered to. 

 
9 No work shall be commenced until an application for building warrant has been 

submitted and approved. 
 
10 The applicant is reminded that, should any protected species be present a 

licence may be required from Scottish Natural Heritage to disturb a protected 
species. Failure to obtain a licence may constitute a criminal act under the 
Habitats Regulations and penalties are severe for non-compliance 

 
11 The applicant is reminded that, under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981, as 

amended, it is an offence to remove, damage or destroy the nest of any wild 
birds while that nest is in use or being built. Planning permission for a 
development does not provide a defence against prosecution under this act. 

 
12 The applicant is encouraged to provide for hedgehog shelter, hibernation in, 

and commuting through the development, through the design of gardens, 
decking and access to gardens and greenspace. Access gaps in wooden 
fences should be 13cm x 13cm. Advice and assistance is available directly from 
the Tayside Biodiversity Partnership. Further guidance is available on 
https://www.hedgehogstreet.org/ 

 
13 The applicant should note that refuse collection vehicles will only enter the site 

during development where there is clear access and suitable turning; this 
means that Waste Services may not be able to provide a full kerbside recycling 
service to residents whilst the build is ongoing and bins may have to be 
emptied from a specified collection point until full access is made available for 
refuse collection vehicles. 

 
14 The applicant should be aware of the requirements of the Council's 

Environment and Regulatory Services in relation to waste collection from the 
site and should ensure adequate measures are provided on site to allow for the 
collection of waste 

 
15 The applicant should note that road and pavement from the bin collection point 

to the refuse collection vehicle must be at a maximum of 10 metres on a hard 

http://www.pkc.gov.uk/
mailto:snn@pkc.gov.uk
https://www.hedgehogstreet.org/


standing surface.  It must have a level gradient and a smooth surface; using 
dropped kerbs where appropriate. 
 

16  The applicant is advised to contact the area Community Waste Adviser to 
incorporate a suitable location(s) for the provision of recycling facilities to 
complement the existing kerbside recycling services offered in the area. 

 
17 The applicant is reminded that this site is still subject to a Section 75 Legal 

Agreement, securing Developer Contribution requirements and other matters, 
as secured as part of planning permission 16/0189/IPM. This permission 
continues to be tied by this legal agreement and the associated requirements 
will continue to apply. The terms of the obligation can be viewed via PKC Public 
Access or at the Registers of Scotland (www.ros.gov.uk). 

 
18 The applicant is recommended to contact PKC Environmental Health Team to 

establish if the Tipperwhy Well serves directly or indirectly as a private water 
supply. If it is a current private water supply, the applicant should thereafter 
make contact with SEPA to discuss.  

 

Background Papers: 8 letters of representation 
Contact Officer:  Callum Petrie 01738 475353 

Date: 24 December 2018 
 

ANNE  CONDLIFFE 
INTERIM  DEVELOPMENT  QUALITY  MANAGER 
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http://perappidoxdms-l:8080/IDOXSoftware/IG_search?page=8&sort=5&dir=asc&app_id=1002&FormParameter1=16%2F02217%2FFLM
https://www.ros.gov.uk/
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